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 He then travels to the police station where he meets fellow Thai lawman Pong, and learns that the children are being held in
Sydney by thieves. When he arrives in Sydney, he learns that he is competing for the friendship of Sidney and his friend Rita,

who is working in a tattoo parlour. During a period of 24 hours, the stolen elephant and its offspring appear in public. Kham and
Pong follow them. The thieves take them to Kham's fellow lawman, Ton, who is also looking for the stolen elephant. After

discovering the thieves' hideout, Kham and Ton must find the real elephant, a task which is completed when Kham forces the
criminals to fight over the elephant's food. However, the lawmen fail to capture the thieves and both Kham and Ton are fired.
Kham then returns to Thailand to be married to his fiancée and be taken back to face court. However, the thieves have already

stolen the elephant. The film ends with an extended coda set in Scotland where Ton returns to rescue the elephant from the man
who was paid to steal it. Cast Jirayu Poonkool as Kham Nerdsat Poonjaisri as Kham Sirawit Wiboonroong as Nuk Kanok

Wongwiwat as Sonny Neee Nngo Poontawat as Rita Khun Tom Chayachor as Mr. Pol Chanuwong Dees as Inspector Janwong
Suchat as Grandpa Somsri Woranut as Mr. Mong Kamol Wechansuk as Ton Kret Liptapan as the tiger Reception Box office

The film grossed $84,480 at the Thai box office. References External links Category:2010s action comedy films Category:Thai
films Category:Thai action comedy films Category:Thai buddy films Category:Thai sequel films Category:2010s sequel films

Category:Thai martial arts films Category:2014 films Category:Gambling films Category:2014 martial arts films Category:Thai
films about revengeQ: Extracting file name and timestamp from a file path in C# I have been looking for a solution to solve the

following problem for some time now. I have a string with a file path in it. I want to extract the file name and the timestamp
from that string and 82157476af
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